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Abstract

So-called Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) simulations are a popular
framework for investigating the nature of human machine
interaction in general and for the development and eval-
uation of designs for spoken dialog systems in particular.
In this paper a WOZ simulation of a speech based ticket
reservation system is presented. In contrast to most of the
studies performed in this framework we are not concerned
with the evaluation of different dialogue designs. In our
experiment the WOZ frequently rejected or misrecognised
user utterances. The findings on the prosodic properties of
repeats and corrections triggered by these recognition er-
rors are presented. In addition some data on the lexical
content of the user utterances is discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) simulations are a popular frame-
work in the field human computer interaction. As dia-
logues in human computer interaction may vary signifi-
cantly from natural conversations and fully fledged spo-
ken dialogue systems are still rare WOZ simulations can
be a valuable tool for gaining insights on the peculiarities
of this interaction in general and for the development and
evaluation of designs for spoken dialog systems in partic-
ular [1].

Typically, WOZ experiments tend to concentrate on
the latter subject, namely the evaluation of different sys-
tem designs (e.g. [4], [9]). Also the WOZ experiment that
produced the empirical basis for the present study was de-
signed and performed for just this very same purpose of
evaluating design options ([5],[7]).

In this paper however we will deal with the issue
of analysing some aspects of the speakers’ utterances.
Throughout the experiment no perfect recognition was
simulated by the WOZ. This resulted in a high number of
correction turns. It is analyzed if and how speakers mod-
ify their utterances if they were not correctly understood
by the WOZ. In [3] a decision tree was presented in order
to automatically classify original utterances and two dif-
ferent types of error corrections on the basis of prosodic
features. It will be discussed how our data conforms to the
these results. Variations on the prosodic but also segmen-
tal level are surveyed in that context.

In [10] it was demonstrated how a system’s verbal be-

haviour is able to influence the content of user utterances.
We will investigate to which extent this was the case in
our WOZ experiment.

2 THE WOZ EXPERIMENT

The data used for this study was gained throughouta WOZ
simulation of a hypothetical reservation system for cinema
tickets [5].

The participants of the experiment were asked to vol-
unteer at the evaluation of a novel speech based reserva-
tion system. For this purpose they were placed in front
of a computer terminal which was used as a dummy only.
The WOZ, who was situated in another room, interacted
with the users via a microphone and a loudspeaker.

All utterances of the WOZ were produced by a text-
to-speech engine. In order to minimise the necessary typ-
ing and to maximise the uniformity of the system’s re-
sponses a graphical user interface was used by the WOZ
which included facilities for the playback of predefined
token as well as templates that could be edited at run time.

Users got a written instruction on three reservation
tasks (T1, T2, T3) which were identical for all users and
all system variants. The tasks increased in complexity
from T1 to T3 due to additional constraints on the pre-
ferred seat positions and the availability of seats in the
requested positions.

I.e., while the first task was defined as follows1:

Task T1: Film: Titanic, Time: 19:00. Re-
serve 2 tickets in the last row/midst.

the last task comprised additional conditions:

Task T3: ... Accept seats in the middle of
one of the last three rows only. Otherwise
try to switch to a later show.

As the main purpose of the original study was the
evaluation of dialogue strategies three different versions
(S1, S2, S3) of the reservation system were simulated.
These versions varied in respect toinitiative (S1 and S3:
system initiative only vs. S2: very restricted user initia-
tive) confirmation strategy (S1 and S2: direct vs. S3:
indirect) and the extent to whichadditional information

1The experiment was performed in German. For the sake of
convenience only English translations are quoted though.
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on free seats was actively offered to the user. The sample
transcript below gives an impression of the overall ’look
and feel’ of the simulation.

System:S2 Task:T3
SYSTEM
WIZARD: Welcome to the

ticket reservation system.
How can I help you?

USER: I would like to see
the film Copland,
at five o’clock,
two tickets in the last row.

WIZARD: You said: the film Holland.
You said: at five o’clock.
Yes or no?

USER: No.
WIZARD: Which film do you want to see?
USER: Copland
WIZARD: Please repeat your input
USER: Copland
WIZARD: You said: the film Copland.

Yes or no?
...

System: S3 Task:T3
WIZARD: Welcome to the

ticket reservation system.
Which film do you want to see?

USER: Copland
WIZARD: Please repeat your input
USER: Copland
WIZARD: When do you want to see

the film Copland?
...

26 subjects (19 male, 7 female) in the age from 18
to 40 with a diverse professional and educational back-
ground voluntarily participated at the experiment. This
population was divided into three groups of 9/9/8 persons.
Each group was assigned to one system version. Thus
each subject performed the tasks T1, T2, T3 with just
one system version which resulted in 77 evaluable dia-
logues. The dialogues were tape recorded and manually
transcribed. The whole experiment comprised about three
hours of interaction.

After performing the reservation task all subjects an-
swered a questionnaire that contained rating scales as well
as open questions about their impression of the system.
About half of the subjects performed an additional infor-
mal interview as well.

3 PROSODY OF CORRECTIONS

Throughout our experiment a rather poor recognition rate
was simulated by the WOZ. At the one hand some utter-
ances were intentionally mis-interpreted in a consistent

Figure 1: Increasing amplitude in corrections: Two pairs
of original and repeated pronunciation of ’Copland’

way. At the other hand all instances of "sloppy" or un-
clear pronunciation, overly conversational and fast speak-
ing style, interjections etc. were immediately penalised
by the system. In this case a "(Sorry. I did not under-
stand.) Repeat your utterance!" request was produced. All
together 137 of such explicit repeat! statements were pro-
duced which triggereddemanded repetitionsin our termi-
nology. In 63 (46%) of these cases users responded by ex-
actly repeating the lexical content of the original objected
utterance.

3.1 Related Work
The prosodic characterisation of spoken corrections in
an English dialogue system has been investigated in [3].
There a distinction between correction of rejection errors
CRE (which correspond to our demanded repetitions) and
correction of misrecognition errors CME was drawn and
a decision tree was used in order to distinguish between
these classes and original inputs on the basis of prosodic
measures only. Our own observations on the German data
supported many of the findings of [3].

3.2 Amplitude
Users tended to apply different means for differentiat-
ing corrections from the original utterances which usually
were varied throughout the dialogue. Thus we observed
many examples of increased amplitudes such as in Fig. 1.

3.3 Duration and Pausing
As for the variation of duration unsurprisingly most of
the repetitions were elongated. Usually existing pauses
in the original were increased in length and additional
pauses were inserted in some cases. This tendency of
pause stretching even applied for word internal pauses.
Fig. 2 displays 8 user turns from a single dialogue which
all contain the word ’Copland’. They were extracted from
the dialogue which is quoted as example for S2-T3 above
and thus displays both CRE and CME. The first line dis-
plays the first turn of the user. Throughout the numer-
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Figure 2: Examples of the pronunciation of ’Copland’
throughout a dialogue. Extremely long word internal
pauses are inserted.

Figure 3: Increase of pitch: CRE of ’Copland’.

ous repetitions the user monotonically increased the word
internal pause up to almost 2 seconds. In the restart in
line 6 pauses are also inserted before and behind the word
Copland. Though this is an extreme example many users
displayed the trend to stretch the word internal pause in
’Copland’ which probably is due to both its phonological
and morphological structure as this effect is not attested in
a comparable degree in other words within our corpus.

3.4 Pitch
Fundamental frequency was the prosodic aspect where the
most significant and interesting differences between CME
and CRE were found.

Most typically CRE differ from the original utter-
ances only by a small rise in pitch, such as in Fig. 3,
where even the duration is slightly shortened in the rep-
etition and the increased pitch bears all the load of the
additional markup.

In Levow’s automatic classification it was the infor-
mation on the slope of rise and fall of pitch movements
that had the best predictive value for distinguishing CME
from CRE while the gross measure of maxima, minima,

Figure 4: Alternation of pitch in error corrections: Three
f0 plots for the utterance of ’no’ (German ’nein’ /naIn/)
from one dialogue.

and pitch range did not prove to be a valuable measure.
In addition CME displayed a tendency of increasing the
slope of rises while there was a flattening effect in CRE’s.

Though we did not evaluate this claim statistically this
finding seems to be quite plausible and not so surpris-
ing. Comparing the three different contours in Fig. 4 it
becomes clear that the form of the contour has to be some-
how considered and the overall range information does not
convey the necessary information.

These samples are extracted from the same dialogue
as those in Fig. 2. While the first token has a rising con-
tour frequently used by a number of speakers the other
’no’ responses display the increasing irritation of the user
about the system’s unwillingness toaccept his numerous
repetitions of ’Copland’.

The changes in slope between original utterance,
CME, and CRE also conform well to the differences in
focus / background division in these three utterance types
which are reflected in a different contribution of promi-
nence values. If an utterance is fully rejected by the sys-
tem and a CRE is requested, the user usually does not
know which part of the message was not understood. If
the speaker thus decides to reproduce the same content
there is a tendency to produce a version which is overall
better perceivable. This typically reduces the amount of
deaccentuation / backgrounding. Thus the overall pitch
height can be increased though the steepness and dynam-
ics of the contour may decrease.

In the case of CME, on the other hand, often the
source of the misrecognition can be identified by the user
and will be foregrounded / focused by the user. The dif-
ferent behaviour is displayed in the followinghypothetical
example (capitalisation indicates prominence / stress).

-- CRE --
USER: two tickets
SYSTEM: Please repeat your input
USER: TWO TICKETS
-- CME --
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USER: two tickets
SYSTEM: You said three tickets?
USER: TWO tickets

4 ADAPTIONS OF USER

In [10] it was demonstrated that users of natural language
based systems can be strongly influenced by the system’s
language. They tend to adjust their utterances in respect to
vocabulary and length of phrases. Thus the outcomes of
the WOZ experiment inevitably will be biased to some ex-
tent by the design of the WOZ which influences the user’s
conception of the system’s capabilities.

We performed some analysis on the basis of the tran-
scriptions in order to check to which extent users model
their behaviour throughout their ongoing interaction with
the system. As most of the users did not have any prior
experience with spoken dialogue systems at all we were
interested to which extent users will adapt their speaking
style over time.

In the simulation the WOZ used synthesised speech
for his interactions. Utterances were produced with a very
slow rate of speech. No pitch accents were produced, only
a uniform linear declination falling from 120 Hz to 100 Hz
was superimposed on the output. The slow speaking rate
was even more delayed by pauses required by typing and
the processing time of the synthesiser itself.

This resulted in very long delays and highly redun-
dant system output. In a first version, e.g., the system’s
’repeat!’ message was even preceeded by an additional
“I am Sorry. I did not understand your input.”. Barge
ins were not possible. Thus the production of this mes-
sage required 13 seconds, comprising 5 second of pause,
though the experienced user already knew the whole con-
tent when the first two words were produced.

Only one user, who clearly tried to “trick the system”,
started to imitate the system’s unnatural intonation. It is
not clear whether the decreasing speaking rate of some
users was due to an adaption to the slow speed of the syn-
thesized utterance.

4.1 Use of full sentences
In order to check the adaption of the speech mode we an-
alyzed some of the lexical features.

With the exception of the very first turn of S2, which
starts with a “How can I help you?”, all the system’s ques-
tion are either yes-no questions or prompt for a single term
such as the number of tickets.

In order to check when and how often users are using
full sentences in their responses the number of user turns
containing the pronoun “I” was counted.

This data shows that throughout the interaction the
number of fully formulated sentences decreased, and users
preferred simple phrases as their experience increased
throughout the course of solving T1, T2 and T3.

Task User Turns User Turns %
Total with ’I’

T1 243 18 7.4
T2 274 8 2.9
T3 453 23 5.0

Counts per system of course peak at S2, nevertheless
also in the other systems fully formulated answers like “I
would like to reserve ...” are found.

System User Turns User Turns %
Total with ’I’

S1 317 7 2.2
S2 354 32 9.0
S3 302 10 3.3

4.2 Politeness Marker
Some users included a polite “please” in their utterances,
which we used as another marker of a rather natural speak-
ing style. Surprisingly the counts for these utterances,
though low anyway, did not drop as sharply as expected.

Task User Turns User Turns %
Total with ’please’

T1 243 8 3.3
T2 274 6 2.2
T3 453 13 2.9

The analysis per system with the additional count of
these polite users shows that these counts are due to a
small number of users only.

System User Turns User Turns Users of
Total with ’please’ ’please’

S1 317 2 1
S2 354 15 4
S3 302 10 2

4.3 Redundant items
When asked by the system “Who many tickets do you
want to reserve?” users often answered with “Two tick-
ets”. The production of the noun “ticket” was notable not
only because of its redundancy but also because of its re-
alization. This item is highly contextually bound in the
dialogue. Nevertheless many user not only failed to omit
or at least deaccent it but often also overarticulated the
whole word.2

Task User Turns User Turns
concerning with bare %

tickets number only
T1 47 11 23.4
T2 43 17 39.5
T3 51 18 35.3

System User Turns User Turns
concerning with bare %

tickets number only
S1 42 25 59.6
S2 62 7 11.3
S3 37 14 37.8

2The second German word ’Karten’ which is usually pro-
nounced[ka:6tn] was pronounced as[kaRtEn] where the
last syllable was stressed.
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The tables show that the specifier “ticket” is only
omitted in a minority of cases. This might be due to the ef-
fect that unnaturally long pauses within the dialogue may
block the linkage to prior mentioned items. At least this
effect is attested for the usage of pronouns [2].

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we surveyed data obtained for the purpose of
the evaluation of different versions of a dialogue system.
It mainly dealt with the prosody of corrections in such an
environment.

As for the practical application of these findings [3]
argued, much in parallel to [8], that the automatic identi-
fication of special utterance types (CRE and CME in this
case) on the basis of a prosodic analysis can be used for
triggering the selection of different recognition modules.

Using a WOZ simulation for the data acquisition
phase allowed for a highly controlled task setting. E.g.
in all 77 dialogues user had to order “two tickets in the
last row” which facilitated the analysis of the data. On the
other hand it has to be kept in mind that all users of the
system were basically role playing. They are no real users
with real information requirements, real time constraints
or even real telephone bills. Nevertheless this laboratory
effect probably only has a minor impact on the aspects of
prosody described in this paper.
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